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CHAPTER I 
STi'tTENENT OF THE PR.OBLE!'.If 
§~atement of the problem.-· The purpose of this study 
is to compare Samuel T. Ortonts Theory of Strephosymbolia 
and Lateral Dominance with spelling and reading achieve-
ment. The test for dominance will be correlated with 
three spelling tests and one reading test to see if 
dominance is a factor related to spelling and re,adi.ng 
success .. The first spelling test will be oral - the child 
hears the word9 spells it$ and the ·tester writes it down. 
The second test will be written- the child hears the ~rd 
and writes the spelling of it himselr.. The third spelling 
test will be a s·t.J.ndard.ized achievement test, and the 
:reading test 1r1 be a standardized reading test. 
Material to be obtained.-- The children will be given 
a hearing and eye test.. Those with a loss of hearing in 
either ear and those with uncorrected poor vision will be 
eliminated from the study,. The next phase of the study 
l~ill be the administering of the dominance test for each 
child on an individualized basis.. The final tesl't;ing of the. 
children will be the a&ninistration of an intelligence 
test, the three spelling tests, and one reading teste 
-... Before 
i h 
I' i J 
I 
I, 
I 
the turn or the century, the idea that people were ear-
minded or eye-minded was put forth by J.O. ~antz. He 
believed that most people used the ear and eye together: 
I 
I 
II 
II 
"Some people are ear-minded;others are eye-minded, thinking 1 
in visual (photographic) images; while a probably much 
larger number are fairly well balanced using either process };/ 
indi.fferently or both together." 
. y 
Muriel Potter writes of the importance of sidedness 
'I 
I I 
and its relationship to our culture. She states it is not I 
surprising that dominance is being investigated as a poss-
ible contribution to educational disabilities: 
·I 
II 
Ill 
"Directional awareness as used here and throughout ,j 
the previous discussion, refers not to handedness as l'j 
such but to awareness of differ·ences between the 
sides o.f the self, and the ability to develop motor I 
and perceptual habits of differentiating the sides, •! 
whether or not verbal symbols are mastered. may be 
well to keep in mind that awareness of sidedness and 
differentiation between the left and right sides are 
necessary parts of sel:f'-awareness and of the di.fference 
between self and the world of things, particularly in 
this culture. Many of our artifacts are adapted to the 
use of the right hand only. Among the many differences 
between men's and women's clothing is the traditional 
one of the differentiation in placement of buttons for 
fastening outer clothing. Etiquette places values of 
sidedness in social behavior and forms, e.g., in 
situations involving food and its service. Laws of I 
··I I/ J .,()~ ·QUan"tZ',_ Problems in the Psychology. of Reading!. 
Reviet~ Monograph supplementary, 1U97 111 VoJ.ume ::::., Number 1., 
The JvlaclUllan Company, New York, p. 18. (As cited in Emmett 
A. Petta, "Inter-relationship of Reading and Spelling," 
Elementary English Review, (January, 1945), 22:17. 
I II 
I 
I 
I 
t ~
y Muriel c .. Potter, Ph.D., Perception qf Symbol Orientation 
and Early Reading Success, Teachers Collate, Columbia 
University Con·tributions to Education, Number 939, 1949. 
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r 
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~"'~~~~-.. ~-~~::--,......::-=~=W4=-=====:=,;::====:::=:=::flb=== ~ ;;.~ jl traf'fic and navigation assume this .knowledge; vehicles 11 demand sidedness adjustments on the part of the dl'"i ver •• 
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1 
It is not surprising that handedness has been examined 11 for its pcssible contributions to educational dis- l1 
ability, and that theories of and experiments with '!' 
dom:'Lnance and laterality continue to multiply in the 
literature of read:i.ng retardation and disability. n I 
JJ 'I Mitchell Kuhn$ in a published lecture at the 1 
Massachusetts School of Optometry, tells us that the 1 
majority of people will consistantly choose one eye or the 
other, when forced to make a choice: 
"\rlhen a choice is forced betvreen two eyes, there 
is ample statistical evidence to show that the great 
majority of individuals (about ninety-eight per cent) 
choose one eye consistantly. In adults, the right eye 
is the dominant eye in abm.~·t sixtr-f'our per cent of' 
the cases and tbe lef't eye in thirty-four per cent. 
In right-handed persons$ thirty-three per cent show 
left ocular dominance and lef't-handed people are 
approximately equally divided between right and left 
eye dominance. These are maintained in races as widely 
different as Chinese and ..t\merican." 
Alice Watson informs us of the :J.mportance of the 
l 
I 
II II ll II 
r 
II 
I 
I 
auditory and visual functions in spelling: ttThe relationship 
1 
between sound and visual graphic forms is intimately 
!±/ involved in spelling .. n· 
Arthur I .. Gates relates the complexity of reading and 
ll 
II 
II 
ji 
spelling and the need for further research: ·~owever simple 11 
l' the reading and spelling of •cat• may appear, it involves 
3/ Mi tohell Kulin, O.,D., 9 190oular Dominance, n Lecture and 
paper distributed to students at the Massachusetts School 
of Optometry, 1957., 
E. Watson, ~perimental Studies in Pszchology 
Bureau of Publications, Teachers College, 
University Contributions to Education, Number 
106., 
and 
-
,, 
I 
I II 
I 
I 
a multiplicity of neural connections and body mechanisms 
whose intergrations are so complex that we are unable as 
... s.l yet to present more than a suggestive analysis .. 
?/ S~uel Orton believes that spelling is much harder to 
obtain than reading and that the use of visual and auditory 
patterns must be used to achieve spelling success: 
nspelling, in our experience, has been much more 
difficult of acquisition than reading and much more 
resistant to special retraining procedures,. This can 
be readily understood t'll'hen we appreciate that a much 
less exact mnimonics pattern is necessary for 
recognition than for recall,. Misspelled words will 
often be read by a poor speller without cognizance of 
the error, or, more frequently, the child will say the 
word does not look quite right although he is unable 
to see what is wrong with it.. Because of' this lack of 
precision in visual recall of' a word it is important 
to make use of the auditory patterns by me~ns of 
phonetic dissection as a guide tc spelling and to :make 
sure that careful auditory discrimination between 
closely similar sounds be well established .. " 
11 Orton also states: 
ttspelling forms an almost insuperable obstacle to the 
strephosymbolia c~ild. Since his memory of the word 
picture is net exact enough to serve as a basis for 
I its recognition when seen again as in attempting to 
II 
read, it is net surprising to find that the much more 
accurate recall needed fer reproduction also fails, 
I 
and in greater degree .. " 
8/ 
. Orton explains h:i.s idea of nacquired word deafness" 
1,. 5/ Arthur I .. Gates, The Ps cholo Teachers College, Co~l=um~b~i~~n~i~v~e~r~s~jr.t~y~C~o~n~t~r~i~b~u~t~i~o~n~s~--~~ I Education, Number 129$ 1922, p.., 106 .. 
Ill 6/ Samuel T. Orton, M.D .. $ Reading~ Writing,and Speech Pro~­!ems in Chtldren, ~1 .. \i,. Norton and 4 Company, New York, 1937 1 
1 =p. 106 .. 
I 
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and importance to us in perc iving our environment: 
nA second syndrome cf the aphas:tas which is of 
particular interest to us is that cf auditory aphasia 
1
1 
or acquired lr..O rd deafness.. Acquired word deafness is .· 
a part of the somewhat broader syndrome of sensory 
1
u
1 aphasia and its existance as a pure or isolated 
ccndi tion is to be questioned., However, many sensory l!' 
aphasias shew a more or less complete loss of the 
ability to understand the speech of others although II 
their hearing is intact., In such cases it is 11 
frequently possible to demonstrate by the audiometer 
that there is no loss either in acuity or range in the 
11
1 
auditory function, and moreover, a patient with 
complete loss of the understanding of' words may still ~1,1 be able to interpret properly all other sounds of the environment such as a dinner.bell, telephone ring, f'ire alarm9 etc.,, and often apparently derives 'II 
considerable pleasure. f'rom music., In the past there 
has been very little systematized testing of' this j 
stage of the auditory process and the opinion of most 
observers of' aphasia cases t.-ts to the integrity of the ~~~~ 
function of understanding sounds rests on observations 
of' the patient's reactions tc casual noises of' the II 
environraent., n 
~ 'I Orton relates the theory of' word deaf'ness to reading !1 
and spelling failures: II 
"Inaccuracies in the auditory recall of' lAO rd sounds 
comparable to a mild degree of word deafness have been 
identified as a complicating factor in many cases of 
the re·:cding disability and even more strikingly in 
errors in spelling, as when a child mis-pronounces a 
word and then spells it as he has pronounced it.,n 
lQ/ Orton believes that written spelling is more dif':ficult 
than oral: 
I, 
II 
•! 
uErrors may be of equal number and degree in both I 
oral and written spelling or one may be harder than I 
the other. When this is the case, :i.t is usually the 1 
written spelling which is the more difficult.,n I 
9/"Ib~des Po *126., 
~9/ Ibidos Po 85., 
I 
I 
====h'===========~-=====-,--
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I 
II 
Orton theorizes that a child who cannot reake a 
clear-cut unilateral choice with both his eyes and hands 
will h&ve difficulties in the field of reading and spelling. 
11-:!any studies., theories, criticisms, and evaluat:tons have 
been made of this thecry of hand and eye dominance and its 
relationship to success or failure in reading. Some of 
these are reviewed in Chapter II. Few studies, if any, 
I 
,, 
have been made on dominance and its relationship to spelling 
The purpose of this thesis is to test Orton's hypothesis., 
primarily in the area of spelling, making a study on 
dominance and its relationship to spelling., comparing hand., I 
eye, and ear dominance to written and oral spelling and I 
rectding. In addition to the usual test for hand and eye I 
dominance, this author has constructed a test for ear 
dominance and added it to the regular test. It is believed 
by the author that the auditory function is an important 
function in spelling and that, if doninance is a factor in I 
spelling, the choice of a dominant ear may be significant. r 
Twenty-one forced choices, ten with the hands 9 six . 
l-1i th the eyes, and five wi·th the ears, have been given to 
104 subjects to determine their dominant characteristics. 
Three spelling achievement t usts., one reading achievement 11 
test, and one intelligence test have also been presented 
to the 104 subjects. This thesis will correlate the 
subject's dominant or lack of dominant characteristics with 
his achievement in reading and spelling and his intelligence 
In summary, the frequency and consistency of twenty-one 
choices involving the left and right side cf the body will 
be correlated with classroom achievement in spelling and 
reading, and i~tellectual capacity. 
1 
., 
I 
tl 
II 
I 
I 
lll 
CHAPTJ:!:R II 
REVIEW OF RESEARCH 
1. Theory of Strephosymbolia 
Orton defines the term strephosymbolia: 
"A delay or difficulty in learning to read which 
is out of harmony with a ehildvs general intellectual 
abili·ty,. · At the outset it is characterized by 
confusion bet'IPYeen ·Similarly formed but oppositely 
oriented letters, and a tendency to a changing order 
of direction in reading." 
I 
I 
II 
I' 
I 
II I 
The most popular conotation of the word strephosymbolia! 
is the ide~ of twisted symbols,. J. Roswell Gallagher tells 
us that "Orten, who, begin'ning in the 1920 1 s, devoted years 
of his life to a careful, thoughtful study of this field, 
considered the term"word blindnessnmisleading and 
12/ 
introduced the term strephosymbolia (twisted symbols);-· 
In 1936, one year before Orton published his book 
Reading 2 Writing and Speech Problems in Children, Allen 
Acomb made a brilliant study of Ortonts Theory of Strepho-
symbolia and Dearborn's Theory of Muscular Imbalance,. 
Aco:mb's total review of these theories is included in this 
thesis because it is an excellent suii'll:l1ation of Ortcn 1 s 
!llibid., P• 214s 
i2/ Js Roswell Gallagher, M .. D,., ~pecific Language Disab~litY. 
tDyslexia), Volume 16, Number 1, Clinical Proceedings of 
the Children's Hospital, Boston, January, 1960, p,.7,. 
Mimeographeds 
---=====~==============================================--=----
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his Readin 
1 
eech Problems in Childreno 
Accmb l ~su:mmary o:f:: Ortdn' s and DearbornJ s theories t:olloirts: 
norton suggests the hypothesis that reading 
disability is due net to an organic defect in the 
brain but to failure to train the brain to work 
exclusively from the dom:inant or lending hemisphere 
so that, if a clear-cut unilateral dominance is not 
establ:i.shedl' a cc.nfusion arises which prevents the 
immediate successive linkage of the visual stimulus 
with its meaning. It is the inadequate dominance of 
one brain hemisphere over the ether that accounts for 
the reversing of' symbols. 
Eye preference may be a significant factor in 
accounting for this deficiency since many reading 
defect cases sholv right-handed dominance with left-
l I 
eye dominance, the combination possj_ble being an 11 
impediment in the co-ordination of directional U 
responses. This ocular, dominance ma;:r be influenced j 
by greater visual acuity in one eye or may influence, , 
or be influenced by, hand dominance. 
Orten's theory is based on certain fundamental 
facts of brain physiology. He says there are three 
levels of the brain: 
1. The Perceptive 
2. The Recognitive· 
3 .. The Associative 
In the case of the lower visual centers which have to I 
do w:i:th perception and the recognition of objective i 
meaning, similar areas of the two hemispheres apparentl 
function together as a unit. This is shown by the fact 
that at this level destruction of similar areas on both 
sides of the brain is necessary to produce loss of lj 
function$ At"the visual associative level, however, 1 
at which the visual element is linkedwith the sensory 1 
data from another field, this rule of bi-lateral 
:function apparently does net apply"' •When we come 
to the third phase of' elabor.C":l. tion the si tua ticn is 
1jJ Allen Acomb.~~ A Stud of the Ps cholo ,ical Factors ~-l! 
Reading and Spelling, npublished Master's Thesis, Boston 
University, 193b, pp., 14-18,. 
strikingly different: this is the level at which 
written or printed symbols are linked with meaning 
and here it is variously described as the associative 
concept, or symbolic level., Here not only is damage 
to one hemisphere sufficient to destroy function, but 
it makes a difference which hemisphere is affected .. 
If the hemisphere which is known as the dominant 
happens to suffer, a complete loss this funct:i.on 
results, and the patient becomes word blind., If, on 
the other hand, the damage occurs in the othe;t> 1hemi-
sphere (the non-dominant), nothing happens.,wllqJ This 
striking differen~in functional importance between 
right and left association areas is net, however, 
paralleled by an equivalent difference in brain 
structure. As far as we know, the association areas 
in the non-dominant hemisphere are equal in size and 
complexity.to those of the dominant. By inference, 
we assume that these areas hold records known as 
engrams which are usually latent or elided but which 
may, under certain circumstances,influence responses., 
The visual spheres of the two halves of the brain are 
antitropic, that is, right and left, and we believe 
that visual engrams are registered there in antitropic 
pairs., Originally, either is competent to become the 
guide for mot.or responses. The establishment of the 
physiological habit of initiating the more intricate 
motor responses such as speech and writing from the 
associative' area on one hemisphere alone usually occurs 
early in chi1dhood, but at apparently varying ages, 
and expresses itself outwardly in a preference for the 
right or left hand,as the case may be., This establish-
ment of the unilateral dominance in one hemisphere 
pres.upposes the elision of engrams of the other hemi-
sphere at the associative level so that they no longer 
serve as a pattern for the motor responses of speech 
1
1 
and writing., If a clear-cut unilateral dominance was 
not established by the elision .of one set cf engrams, 
ccnfusion might readily arise which would prevent the I 
immediately successive linkage betvJeen the sensory I 
stimulus (the printed word) and its meaning which 
ccnstitutes reading. A lack of appropriate selection I 
of one of these paired engrams gives the basis for 
reading disabili tyll> •Unless there is ccnsistent elisionll 
of the one of the pair which i~ implanted in the non- I 
dominant and a selection of the other of the pair in I 
W --n jl 
_;t __ S., Tll> Orton, The Sight Reading Method of Teaching Rea~ing 
as a Source of Reading Disability 1 " Journal of Educational l 
Psychology, (1929), 20:139 .. {As cited in Kllen;Acomb, opll> 1 
cit • .,, p., 15.,) 1 
'I I 
the dom:i.nant area, there is evidence of confusion in 
direction and orientation which is :manifested through 
symptoms pecular to cases of reading disabilities.'l5~ 
Concerning which hemisphere tends to be the dominant 
one, Orton writes •that training for elision on one 
set of images may operate in either hemisphere is 
obvious when we consider that dominantly left-handed 
children have apparently no greater difficulty in 
learning to read than de dominantly right-handed 
children.. Those children, however, who are neither 
dominantly right-handed or left-handed, or in whom 
clear-cut dominance has not been well established 
before they begin to learn to read, probably have more 
troubie with reversals of letters.'!~/ 
Dearbo~n•s theory is somewhat similar to that of 
Orton's .. He says Wit appears that in order to avoid 
4ifficulties in reading and writing one should be 
either left-eyed and left;...handed or right-eyed and 
ri~ht-handed and preferably the latter.. Difficulties 
appear especially in children who have been changed 
over in handedness and whose one-sidedness or lateral 
dominance has never bee:a established.' ll/ 
Dearborn suggests that since the movements of the 
hands are centrifugal, the left-handed child may, 
through watching his preferred hand working from right 
tc left, form the habit of moving his eyes in this 
direction also." 
The term congenital word-blindness was originated by 
Hinshelwood in 1917. Hinshelwood proposed the hypothesis 
that children who were unable to read but who presented no 
difficulty in visual acuity were congenitally word-blind 
owing to failure cf certain areas in the brain to develop 
Worton · ,. 
1§/s.T .. Orton, "Wcrd Blindness in Scheel Children,n Archives 
of Neurology and Psychiatry (1925), 4:614. . 
.. F., Dearborn, nThe Nature of Special Abilities and 
sabilities," School and Society (1930), 31:633. 
their functions. 
or·t;on believed that heredity usually determined if a 
chlld would be left or right handed; however, training 
could definitely influence hereditary traits. Quoting 
directly from Orten t s Rea.dine 2 Writing and Spees:,}?. Problemsl\1 
we find further expressions of this theory: 
"The infant at birth starts with no uni-lateral 
superiority in control of either hand or language as 
far as we can determine. Most children do, however, 
without much question, carry an hereditary tendency 
to de'7 P1nn the predominant use of either the right or 
the left hemisphere•n 1:1/ 
"Handedness, however, is so freely open to the 
influence of training that the resultant patterns 
which one finds are a combination of the hereditary 
bent and the effects of training .. "'gQ/ 
"Since development<:tl alexia is primarily a 
difficulty in recognition and hence falls in the 
category of sensory disorder, the problem of the 
child's handedness is of no importance from the 
st~mdpo:i.nt of retention unless there be co-existent 
writing disability, speech defect, or apraxia. n ?J/ 
?:.?/ Orton's main hyPothesis is that if a person fails to 
establish a clear-cut unilateral pattern with the dominant 
side of his brain, confusion at the symbol.ic level will 
1§/James Hinshelwood, Con enital Word Blindness, H .. KeLewis 
and Company, London, 1917. As c:lted in 1'1arion Honroe, 
Children Who Cannot Re~~' University of Chicago Press, 
Chicago, 19 32:, P• 81. 
_;tj/S .. T .. Orton, Reading, ltlri tingl! and Speech Prob1el!ls, p. 
E.Q/Ibid. Jl Pe 49 .. 
E1/Ibid., p. 90. 
_?l/Ibid .. , p. 27"' 
I' 
I 
I 
I 
II 
I 
I 
I 
i 
'I I 
result: 
"We know that a very small area of destruction 
in an appropriate area of the controlling or dominant 
hemisphere of the brain will give rise to extensive 
loss in speech or reading while an equal area of 
destruction in ex~ctly the qaroe pclrt of the non-
dominant or subjugate hemisphere will be followed by 
no language disorder whatsoever and indeed will often 
give no recognizable symptoms." 
.?11 . 
Monroe summarizes Orton's theory as follows.: 
'
10rton suggests the, hypotheses that reading 
disability is due not to an organic defect in the 
brain but to failure to train the brain to work 
exclusively from the dominant or leading hemisphere 
so that9 if a clear-cut unilateral dominance is not 
established, a confusion arises which prevents the 
i~nediately successful lirutage of the visual stimulus 
with its meaning. •• 
~ Y~:lroe also suggests that if the left eye were the 
dominant eye it wou~d hinder reading: 
nopposite hand and eye dominance may be an 
impediment in the co-ordination of directional 
responses. The child who prefers his left eye may 
adjust more easily to objects on the left side and 
visual field than on the rj.ght side, and may tend to 
move his eyes in the direction of the preferred field. 
•••• ~e development of the progressively to-the-right 
movements demanded in reuding may be more difficult 
f'or a left-eyed child than a right-eyed child.u 
.?-21 Monroe believes that mixed dexterity acts as an 
impediment: 
"It may be that mixed dexterity does not so much 
influence the type of error in readlng as it impedes 
gj/Marion Monroe, Children Who Cannot Read, University of 
Chicago Press, Chicago, 1932. 
?h/Ibid0 9 p. 84. 
2~/Ibid., P• 86.., 
I 
I 
I 
II 
I 
I 
I 
I' 
11 
II 
·I 
l' 
I 
I I 
the facility of' progressive movements to the right.," 
,2E/ 
Leavell has this to say about dominance: 
"It is known that the language function normally 
is criented in the same hemisphere of' the brain as 
that of dominant hand function; namely, the contra-
lateral hemisphere of fuminant hand expression. The 
relation of the controlling eye is the same. Then, 
it is seen that serious confusion may exist if there 
is a lack of unilater~l eo-ordination of the 
eye and hand on the same side of the body." 
2. Testing the Theory of Strephosymbolia 
For the past three decades studies have been made 
comparing Orton1 s idea of hand and eye dominance to 
achievement in reading. Results of these studies have been 
quite varied, some claiming a strong relationship while 
others claim no relationship whatsoever. In the nineteen 
thirties Orton achieved his greatest support and following 
(primarily among neurologists)., However, subsequent studies 
by educators and reading experts differed very conclusively 
with Orton's theory of strephOSJ'"lllbolia,. At the time of 
the writing of this thesis no definite conclusions have 
been reached about the worth c~ Ortonts ideas. Today, 
Orton a chi eves great support a:m.cng some prominant neuro-
logists engaged in work with children, whi.le,cn the other 
hand, many reac'!in~ experts regard his theory as having 
little or no value. 
-~Ullin W .. Leavell, •tProblems of Symbol Reversals and 
Confusions," Peabody Journal of Education {March, 1957) 1 
32:130-l4le 
In support of Crton r s theory, Harris~2·7~oncludes from -I 
his study of 316 cases 'of marked reading disability comparedll 
with 245 unselected school children that: ~~ 
"Ability to distinguish between left and right 
anda 0lear preference for one hand develop slowly in 
a significantly larger percenta&te of reading disabili t 
cases than in unselected children. This su~gests the 
presence of a special kind of slowness in motivation$ 
possibly neurological in nature." 
.2§/ 
One of the earlier studies made by Dearbom at Harvard 
in 19.31 found that: 
"In comparing 76 severely retarded readers 
referred to the Harvard-Psycho-Educational clinic 
with 125 other cases without reading disability, 14 
per cent more left-eyedness and 17 per cent more 
crossed-dominance were found among the reading cases 
than among the normal or superior readers." 
w 
:t-1arion Monroe in 19.32 concluded that: 
nTo sumarize the findings on the relationship 
between hand and eye preference and reading disability, 
we may point out the following trends: There is a 
significantly greater incidence of left eye preference 
and of left eye preference with right hand preference 
among the reading defect cases than among the controls. 
(See· chart.,) Left eye preference, moreover., is 
associated with fluent mirror reading., and fluent 
mirror reading is associated with reading disabilities.,. 
There is a slight tendency for left eye preference to 
be associated with reversal errors in reading. 
Reading defect cases report a longer incidence of 
changed hanmedness, and of left handedness among 
members of the immediate family than do the controls. 
WAlbert J. Harris, "Lateral Dominance, Directional 
Confusion, and Reading Disability,nJournal of Psychology 
I 
I ( 1957)' 44:283-294. 
g§/w.. F., De arb om., ••ocular and Manual D~mina.nce 
Psychological Bulletin (1931), 28:704 .. in Dyslexia,"' I 29/0p .. cit .. , p. 90. 
Table 1. Hand-and-Eye Relationships of Control and De.fect 
Cases ~ 
Relatic>nship 
( 1). I · i. Writes with R hand, 
sights with R eye •• 
2. Writes with R hand, 
sights with L eye •• 
3. Writes with L hand, 
sights with R eye •• 4. Writes with L hand~ 
Con·t.rols 
N-101 ( 2l 
" 
59% 
21% 
6% 
Clinic Special Defective 
N-215 N-155 N-44 
( 3) (4) { 5) 
47% 51% 38% 
35% 359; 48% 
31~ 3% C:fo 
sights with L eye.. 5% 8% 5% 8% 
5. li>lri tes. with R h?-nd, I 
sights with either eye.,.,~ ............. .,..... 9% 6% 5% 4% j 
6. Writes with L hand~ 
sights with either I 
0£!1! 1crt. 1ct o· tt eye. 0 -o •• e .... & • e • • • • • ,.., fU: /'-" ¥..., 
·--------------------~--------._------a-----~~--------
!1 Adapted. 
The correlation between right-sidedness in the 
laterality tests and reading was also positive but 
too low for significance.. Left eye preference, 
considered separ~tely from the other la.terali ty tests, II 
had some significance; a larger proportion of left- 1 
eyed children. was in the lowest quartile in the reading' 
tests than in the highest quartile,. 
Table 2& Percentage of Left-eyed Children in Various 
Quartiles in Reading Tests !/ 
Quartile 
( 1) 
1. Highest quartile 
in .reading tests 
2. Middle quartile 
in reading tests 
3. Lowest quartile 
1 '1"1 ,....,..,~ r~.; ........ ,...,..,. +:!=! 
!f Adapted 
Percent .right-eyed Percent left-eyed 
(2) '(3) 
I 
'I 
I· I 
II 
I 
In support of.Orton•s theories, Eames examined 100 
cases of' reading disability and compared their lateral 
dominance anomalies with 100 unse1ected cases.. Eames found 
that such anomalies occur much more frequently in children 
J._O/ 
with reading problems than in the unselected cases,. 
·1 Furthermore, Tinker states that in cases in which· cerebral 
dominance is marlr:~d the child usually has no difficulty in 
?~11' . 
I 
learning to read., Kuhn states that from a practical 
consideration of co-ordination, opposite handedness and 
J2/ 
eyedness cause less eff'iciency than coincident dominancy.,.~. 
Dearborn concluded from his studies that left-eyed readers 
are somewhat more likely to catch the end letters of words 
3/J/ 
than are ·the right-eyed readers. 
. .l1±/ 
In a more recent study in 1957 Leavell stated: 
nuntil recent years, little attention has been 
given to the significant expressions of the related 
factors of (l) hand and eye preference, together with 
(2) visual imagery and direction dominance. Recent I 
research has revealed that a lack of unilateral control 
·and expression in either or both of these relations 
m~r be. symptcma~ic of language difficulties, namely 
J._Q/Helen Mansfield Robinson, ~hy Children Fail in Reading, 
University of Chicago Press, Chicago, i946, p. .5J., 
31/Guy L. Bond and Miles A., Tinker, Reading Difficulties: 
~eir Diagnosis and Correc~~-<?J:!, Appleton-Century-Crofts, 
Incorporated, New York, 1957, pp. 111-112., · 
}g/Op., cit,., 
.J.:i/Op., ci t• 
..21!/0p., cit., p .. 130-141 ... 
I 
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il 
(1) a lack of' unilateral control and preference in 
in hand and eye function$ or (2) a lack of consi~tant 
left-to-right designing of symbols (as the patent 
expression of dx•awing from right-to-left when des 
common objects.) n 
In addition to this, a prov:i.ous study made by Leavell 
w 
and \iilson found that dominance was significant: 
"A study c:f these phenomena in 749 children of' 
school age was made. · Their study showed that 
deficiencies in 1 anguage arts manifested themselves 
significantly in more cases where hand-eye confusions 
or visual imagery reversals {or both) 't'lere present 
than was true of cases where such expressions were 
not found. Further, (1} the left-hand and right-eyed 
subject was found to be nmre retarded in language s.rts 
development than were either the (2) right-handed but 
left-eyed cases (3) the unilaterally left-sided 
organisms, or (4) the unilaterally right-sided 
organisms. The achievement in language skills of 
these groups, when compared in terms of average scores 
indicated that group number one was lowest 41.6 per 
cent of the time; grcup number two was lowest 37.8 per 
cent of the time; group number three was lowest 12.$ 
ner cent of the time and group number four was lowest 
B. 33 per cent of the timelll" 
JY In opposition to Orton's theory, Paul Witty has 
observed: 
nThere is a tendency to emphasize :mixed eye-hand 
dominance as the cause of reversals in reading. This, 
too, has no basis in scientific fact. Children with 
mixed dominance show no more tendency in reversal 
reading than do those without it~ Reversals are more 
nearly a symptom of poor reading." 
Most investig~tions have compared the incidence of 
.357Grace E., Wilson and Ullin W., Leavell, "A Study of the 
Relation of Functional Neurological Dominance to Reading 
Difficulties in Selected Cases of the McGuffey Reading 
Clinic," unpublished study, School of Education,University 
of Virginia, 1954. 
~6/Paul Witty, ~~ading in Modern Educatio~, D., C., Heath and 
Company, New York, pp. l7H-191. 
I 
I 
II 
I 
dominance ano:raalies in poor reading groups with the incine::>~nr>. 
in groups of normal readers. Left-handedness, :mixed 
dominance, or lack of dominance occurred in both groups. 
However, it Has found that the dominance anora.alies of the 
good re·:ders, wl:J.e.n not acc.o:rrrpani~d by other handic~P._S._, were 
overcome, but the anomalies among poor readers constituted 
only one cf several handicapping conditions and that a 
:J~11 
constellation of factors produced reading disability. 
Fernald pointed cut that many good readers have mixed 
:J§j 
dominance. 
' 
In 1949 Linda Sm:i.th studied the dominant characteristic 
of 100 white male students, ares nine to eleven. Using 
eleventests of hand preference, two tests of foot preference 
eight tests of eye preference, and two tests of ear prefer-
ence she found no r·elaticnship bet1r1een reading disability 
w 
and dominance. · Smith matres the following conclusions . 
about her study: 
''lrlithin the limitations of this study, the · 
following concltisions appear to be valid: (l) retarded 
re<a.ders and read:i.ng achievers do not differ signifi-
cantly in regard to hand preference; (2) retarded 
readers and reading achievers de not differ signifi-
cantly in regard to foot preference; (3) retarded 
Jl}Guy L. Bond and Miles A. Tinker, op. cit., p. 101. 
38/G. M. Fernald, Remedial Techniques in Basic School 
!~bjects, McGraw-Hill Book Company, Incorporated, New York, 
1943. 
39/Linda C., Smith, "A Study of Laterality Characteristics 
OT Retarded Re~1ders and Reading .i1chievers, n Journal of 
Exper:lmental Educatio~ ( 1949-1950)., 18:321-3'29. ·-
r 
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readers and reading achievers do not differ signifi-
cantly in regard to eye preference; (4) retarded 
readers and reading achievers do net differ signifi-
cantly in regard to ear preference; (5) retarded 
readers and reading achievers do not differ signifi-
cantly in regard to combination of hand and eye 
preference; (6) retarded readers and reading achievers 
do not differ significantly in regard to the incidence 
of changed handedness .. " 
.4Q/ 
Allen Acomb raises these objections to the ideas of 
Orton and Dearborn: 
nl .. !~either theory has been substantiated because 
no satisfactc..ry experimental eviden~e has been 
The assumption is generalized solely from clinical 
cases which have been few in number .. 
2o 'A physiological theory seems to be an over-
simplification of the problem.. The higher mental 
processes, basic to the reading process, are made 
subservient to certain physiological conditions .. • 41/ 
3.. The theories have failed to take into 
consideration the possibility of learning difficulties 
due to low intelligence, inadequate visual perception, 
personality factors, poor methodology, eye muscle 
·imbalance, and many other factors .. 
4.. There is no evidence that eye preference, as 
commonly determined, is related to cerebral dominance 
and its relationship to handedness is largely 
conjectural. 
5 .. }'lodern thinking is away from localization 
of such functions as reading levels .. 
6. In r~ality, Orton 1 s and Dearborn 1 s ideas are 
only hypothesis and not theories based on facts .. At , 
present there is very little evidence regarding the 
theory that lack of ocular dominance causes reading 
difficulty because thus far we have been unable to 
determine ocular dominance accura.tely.n 
kQ/Op .. cit .. , p .. 20. 
41/B.. Crider~ 19The Lack of Cerebral Dominance as a Cause 
of Reading Disabilities: Childhood Education (Febriary$ 
1934)$ 10:238. (As cited in Al1en Acomb$ op .. cit .. ~ pliO 20 .. ) 
II II II 
J., The Relationship of Auditory and Visual Functions 
and' their Importancj in Spelling 
The importance of th auditory and visual functions 
in the fields of reading c::nd spelling have been established 
by many authorities., 
Allen Acomb concludes in his study:nVisual and auditory 
discrimination perception and associability are highly 
. .f f . )t~l s1.gn1. icant actors 1.n relationship to readl.ng ability. 
Acomb, according to h~s data.,showed a correlation of 
0.76 between spelling and ~isual discrimination and 0.,74 
bet-v1een ·,spelling and audi tpey discrimination., denoting a 
significant relationship .. ~~ 
Rita c .. Dillon states simply: "Many children have 
difficulty in learning to read because they lack the ability 
to see and hear likenesses and differences in words,n!fl±/ 
In 1948, B .. Alice Cro~sley evaluated the effects of 
lantern slides on auditory and visual discrimination in 
beginning reading with one of her conclusions being that: 
nAuditory discrimination i~ more significant than mental age 
g/bp. cit .. ., p~ 87. 
!il/Ibid., p. 87. 
~/Rita C. Dillon, ~ar Tratning Lessons to Improve Auditory 
Discrimination of Childrenlin Beginning ReadjE£1 Unpublished 
Master's Thesis, Booton University, 1957. 
I 
45/B. Alice Crossley., An E~aluation o.f the Ef;ects of Lanter, 
Slides on Auditory and Vis$al Discrimination of Word Elemen 
8,-Unpublished Doctor o~ Educ4tion Thesis, Boston University,l _ 
Gogolewski$ in her 1955 study of 630 children, 
concluded that auditory discrimination was favorably 
related to re::iding success: nAuditory discrimination has a 
positive effect on reading achievement. When pupils were 
paired for mental age, those having higher auditory scorea 
made higher achievement in word reading, sentence reading, 
. w 
and paragraph reading." 
w Arthur Gates found that:· 
ttThe kindergarten and first grade children who 
knew the most letter fo~ns and sounds tended very 
definitely to be among the first to learn to read, and 
to be the best readers. Conversely, the children who 
were ignorant of or much confused about letter forms 
or sounds, tend very definitely to be poor readers.u 
w Hall found a definite lack of auditory and visual 
discrimination in relation to poor spelling: 
"The results obtained from this study denote 
a serious lack of ability among these pupils in these. 
areas., There is .an urgent need a!IJ.ong these pupils 
for more concentrated and effective training in 
auditory and visual discrimination skills .. n; 
Studying the characteristics of good and bad spellers, 
~Jean Isabelle Gogolewski, Auditory Perception of Word 
Elements in Beginning Reading Thr Visual and Kinesthetic 
Speech Clues, Unpublished Doctor of Education Thesis, Boston 
University, 1955. 
WArthur Gates, Methods of Determining Reading Readiness, 
Bureau of Publications, Teachers College, Columbia Universit , 
New York, 1937, pp .. 495-506 .. 
!l§/Gloria A., Hall, An Analysis of: Spelling Errors in 
Relation to Auditory and Visual Discrimination, Unpublished 
Master's Thesis, Boston University, 1955., 
.I 
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David Russell found: 
'•The retarded spelling grcup makes reliably 
more errors on. the visual test and on the test of' 
auditory discrimination and shows a tendency for 
reversals in reading. The results indicate that poor 
spellers have not acquired so well the habit of left 
to right eye movements in reading or the ability to 
distinguish pairs of words differing only slightly in 
sound.u 
291 Sawyer, in her a-nalysis of 1,117 spelling errors of 
60 pupils,found relationships between spelling and auditory 
and visual discrimination: 
"1. Auditory and visual perception appeared to 
be related to spelling achievement. 
2. A comparison of high and low achievers on 
combined visual tests showed significant differences 
in spelling achievement in favor of the high group. 
3., A comparison of high and low achievers on 
combined auditory tests showed significant differences 
in spelling achievement in favor of high auditory 
scores.u 
.w Betts also found the auditory function related to 
spelling: 
"Auditory discrimination and perception have 
been identified as significant factors in readiness 
for reading. Auditory perception appears to be a 
significant factor in spelling, too. For example, it 
has been learned that some individuals misspell words 
because they do not pronounce them accurately. The 
relationship between hearing ~nd speech production 
has been established. Auditory perception, therefore, 
is shared by both reading and spelling. '9 
lj:",VDavid Harris Russell, Characteristics of Good and Poor 
~~~llers, Teachers College, Columbia University Contribution 
to Education, Number 121, 1937. 
~O/Bernice sawyer, !he Nature of Perceptual Difficulties in 
Relation to Spelling, Unpublished Master•s Thesis, Boston 
University, 1953. 
$1/E.mmett Betts, "Inter-relationship of Reading and Spelling u 
~1ementary English Revi~, (January, 1945), 22:17. 
Bernadetta Carter found a correlation of .573 between 
auditory discrimination and spelling achievement. This was 
higher than the correlation between mental age and spelling 
achievement (.322) and somewhat lower than the correlation 
of visual perception with spelling achievement (.638). The 
distinction was sharpest between very poor and very good 
w 
spellers., 
George Spache states: .,There is sufficient evidence to 
conclude that auditory discrimination plays a causal part 
in spelling disabilities., The evidence is confirmed by the 
2:il 
characteris·tic errors of poor spellers.n' 
.2ldl Fogg and others say: 
usince research has confirmed:the:importa:nce of 
auditory discrimination and perception in acquiring. 
reading and spelling skills, tests have been devised 
to :measure this ability and exercises have been 
constructed to help ireprove it., 
Research indicates that there is a positive 
relationship between auditory discrimination and 
spelling success.," 
Larkin and Mitchell believe that both auditcry and 
visual perception are very important in spelling and that 
5..J/George Spache, ntFactors Probably Causal in Spelling, u 
Journal of Educational Research (April, 1949), 34:564. 
2!t/Phyllis E. Fogg, Mary-Helen Moment, and Barbara L. 
Pontecorvo, Analysis of the Boston University Test ~f 
~earing Sounds in Words, Unpublished Master's Thesis; 
Boston University, 1956. 
::= ... -
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'I these skills are closely related and dependent upon one 55/ 
another. Larkin and Mitchell state: I 
"There is, however, evidence that spelling ability! 
is dependent on a combination o~ auditory and visual 
perception. 
From the statistical evidence presented in this 
study and ~rem the conclusion drawn, pupils with good 
phenetic cr good auditory skills are better spellers 
than pupils without these skills* Even among poor 
spellers those wi.th good phonetic skills are better 
spellers* 
The good spellers in both gr~des are superior to 
the poor spellers in the two visual and the two 
auditory perception tests used in this$udy. All the 
critidal ratios were well beyond the point of practical 
certainty in that this observed difference is a true 
dif~erenceJ 
Although there is much evidence indicating that 
visual perception effects spelling ability and that , 
the two ~actors, auditory and visual perception com- I 
bined, play a strong part in determining spelling 
ability,. there is little research to show that auditory I 
ability alone contributes to good spelling." j 
Allen Acomb alsC' concluded that the auditory and visual . 
factors were related: ••visual and auditory factors are 
definitely inter-related, e:..tch recalling the other automat-
221 ically during the reading process." 
211 Acomb further st<:~.tes: nThe resulting high correlation 
{ .84) between the visual mern.ory o~ word patterns and the 
auditory memory cf tll)'ords pronounced indicates a very close 
relationship between the two factors.," 
22/Margaret L. Larkin and Margaret J. Mitchell, A Study 
the Nature of Perce tual Skills in Relation to S elli 
~n Analysis of Spelling Errors, Unpublished Master s 
Boston University, 1952, pp. 10, ll, 70, 72. 
2§/0p. cit., P• 87. 
2l/Ibid., p., 56. 
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Acomb continues, on the same page: 
ttEvidently a close observation of words arouses 
the auditory stimulus which acts as an aid to the 
interpretation of the visual symbols of the words. 
In like manner the correct pronounciation of a word 
arouses visual symbols of the word pronounced and 
resul~B/in the correct imagery of the pronounced word.,nl 
Kelly concludes that the auditory function is · 
important and also related to the visual function: 
"In rev:te"t>J'i~g the research pertinent to this 
study it may be said that: l) auditory discrimination 
has been fairly \..Jell established as a:n important 
factor in learning to read through the opinions cf 
experts in the field of reading; 2) that there are 
some studies with statistical evidence to support the justification of auditory discrimination as an 
important factor in learning to read; 3) that auditory 
discrimination and visual discrimination are highly 
interrelated and that visual discrimination has had 
mere attention in the research studies.n 
21.1 Marion Monroe, in a study·between auditory and visual 
tests and reading achievement$found correlations which 
compared very closely to these correlations of Carter in 
this study of spelling and auditory and visual discrimina-
tions (page 17): 
"A correlation of o66 plus or minus .. 04 betwe,en 
between reading achievement and the s'cores on the 
auditory tests for reiding readiness and a correlation 
of o60 plus or minus .,04 between reading achievement 
and the scores en the visual tests for reading 
readiness. A correlation of .57 plus or minus .,05 
2§/H. I. Kelly, Related Difficult of Audito 
of Word Elements, Unpublished Master's Thesi , 
University, 1942, p .. 1.,. ' I 
I 
IJfarion Monroe, nReading Aptitude TeicitS fer 
o Success and Failure in Beginning Reading.," 
(September, 1935), 56:7-14 .. 
the Prediction,. 
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L 
between re,tding achievement and the scores on the 
articulation tests for reading readiness was also 
found.n 
Durrell states that reading and spelling are closely 
related: "Reading ability correlates closely with spelling 
ability since the skill in word perception is essential if 
60/ 
a child is to .recall words vividly enough to write the:m.,n 
!:Y Derry also believes that reading and spelling are 
closely related: 
"Research has disclosed that reading disability 
and spelling disability are closely allied since the 
fundi:mental skills underlying re;.'l.ding and spelling 
are similar.. Investigations have shown tha·l:i, although 
many good readers are poor spellers, pocr readers are 
almost invariably poor spellers .. " 
Orton believes that poor readers are poor spellers: 
nsince the reading disability cases without exception are 
poor spellers, it has proved advisable to :make sure of all 
of the usable linkages between vision, audition, and 
~ kinesthesis while the reading re-training is underway •. ' 
Outstanding people in the fields of reading and 
spelling agree that the auditory and visual functions are 
related to success in these fields. Furthermore~ studies 
ona d D. Durrell, I:m rove:ment of Basic Re~din Abilities 
rld Book Company, Yonkers-on-the-Hudson, New York, 19 0, 
p.. 26$.. . 
62/Reading, t'lfrl ting and Speech Problems, op.. cit .. t~ p .. l64 .. 
have shown that the auditory and visual functions are 
related tc one another. It is the belief of this author 
that if Orticn' s theory o.f dominance is to be used in the 
study of reading and spelling success a test for auditory 
' 
dominance must be added to the already existing tests for 
hand and eye dominance. 
4~ Orton 1 s Theories of Dominance and 
Their Relationship to Spelling 
Although Orton believed that mixed dominance played 
an important roll in reading failure, he believed that i,ts 
influence was felt even more strongly upon spelling. He 
further theorizes that word deafness is a strong contributer 
to spelling errors: nspelling, as a rule, is well-nigh 
6 impossible6~Jr the patient suffering from word blindness." I 
Orton continues: 
1
1 
"Inaccuracies in the auditory recall of word J 
sounds comparable to a mild degree'of word deafness I 
have been identified as a complicating factor in 
many cases of the reading disability and even more 
strikingly in errors in spelling, as when a child 
mis-pronounces a word and then spells it as he has 
pronounced it~" 
Orto~elieved that people with acquired word deafness 
were very capable of hearing and even pronouncing words, 
but their failure was the inability to reproduce these 
words in their reading and writing: "Many of these patients 
~Reading, Writing and Speech Problems, op. cite, Pe 39e 
~Ibid., P• 126e 
I 
I 
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I 
can echo words after the examiner, although without 
understanding them~.,.," 
nA second syndrome of the aphasias which is of 
particular intere~Ft to us is that of audit;ory aphasia 
or acquired word deafnesse Acquired word deafness is 
a part of the somewhLJ.t bro:;;~.der syndrome of sensory 
aphasia and its existance as a pui~e or isolated 
co~dition is to questioned. However, many sensory 
aphasias show a more or less complete loss of the 
ability to understand the speech of others although 
their hearing is intact., In such cases it is frequently 
possible to demonstrate by the audiometer that there 
is no loss either in acuity or range in the auditory 
function, and moreover, a patient with complete loss 
of the understanding of words may still be able to 
interpret properly all other sounds of the envirornnent 
such as a dinner bell, telephone ring, fire alarm, 
etce, and often apparently derives ccnsiderable 
pleasure from music. In the past there has been very 
little systematized testing of this stage of the 
auditory process and the opinion of most observers of 
aphasia cases as to the integrity of the function of 
understanding sounds rests on observations the 
patient's reactions to casual noises of the environ-
ment.," ~6/ . 
Orton states that spelling is very difficult for the 
strephosymbolic child because it demands a much higher 
level of rec:.ill than reading: 
' 
nspelling forms an aln;ost insuperable obstacle 
to the strephosymbolic child. Since his memory of 
the word picture is not exact enough to serve as a 
busis for its recogniticn when seen again as in 
attempting t;o read, it is not surprising to f·ind that 
the much more accurute recall needed for reproduction 
s1 so fails, and in greater degree .. " ?1/ 
"By a variety of tests it is possible to show 
that these children see the \'<t rd that they are attempt-
ing to read correctly, but that the record left by 
previous exposures tc the same woz·d is not sufficiently 
clear to suffice for its recognition, as in reading, 
~6/Ibid.,, pp .. 39-410 
~}/Ibid.,, p., 84., 
,, 
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and still less so for its reproduction~ as in spelling.,~ 
The :most apt demonstration of this point :ts that a I' 
child will frequently :mis-read a word which he has 
just copied correctly and will still more often :mis- 11 
spell such a word. When we study the errors made by 1 
these children in attempting to read and even more ' 
strikingly when we analys.e their eff'orts at spelling~ 
we see that the :major interf'erence with the process 
of recognizing or recalling the ID rd is a failure 
to repictu.re the exact order of its constituent 
letters., n -~§/ . 
Orton believes that the auditory function plays an 
important part in spelling: 
*~lhile these children show many errors of a wide 
variety of kinds it is clear that their 'difficulty is 
not in hearing and not in the speech :mechanism but in 
the recalling of' words previously heard, for the 
purpose of recognizing them when heard again or for 
use in speech~ and that one of the outstanding 
obstacles to such recall is remembering all of the 
sounds in words and these sounds in their proper 
order." .6U 
"Spelling in our experience has been much more 
difficult of acquisition than reading and much more 
resistant to special retraining procedures., This can 
be readily understoodmen u.re appreciate that a much 
less exact mnimonics pattern i.s necessary for 
recognition than for recall., Misspelled words will 
cften be read by a poor speller without cognizance 
of the e~ror, or, more frequently, the childw.ill say 
the word does not look quite right although he is 
unable to see what is wrong with its Because of this 
lack of precision in visual recall of a word it is 
important to make use of the auditory patterns by 
means of phonetic dissection as a guide tc spelling 
and to make sure that careful au:litory discrimination 
bett..reen closely similar sounds be well established. ••JJJJ 
"In the case of vision, 1tv hich is the function 
of' paramount importance in re~,ding, the correct 
{>]/Ibid., J P:ul45 .. 
~Ibid., 11 p .. 147 .. 
19/Ibid.,, p .. 16$., 
,, 
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revival requires proper spatial orientation and 
spatial sequences - that is~ the symbols constituting 
the printed word must be recalled in the proper order 
in space -while in audition~ on the other hand~ we 
are concerned entirely with a temporal factor - that 
is~ the sounds must follow each ether in the correct 
order in time - and it ls the recall of sounds in 
proper temporal sequence which seams tc be at fault 
in wcrd deafness." 71/ 
Errors made by a strephosymbolic child are no different 
from those :made by the other children.. However, Orton 
believed that oral spel-ling is easier for this type of 
child: 
nspelling. constitutes a major• hurdle to children 
of this group. It is not uncomrncn to find their 
ach:levement in this subject lagging five or more grades 
beh:i.nd their placement in school and their accomplish-
ments in mathematics.. Usually it is from one to 
several years below thelr silent reading ability but 
is apt to be much nearer the rating which they would 
achieve in oral reading tests., Their errors are of 
the same general order as tthose of the younger chi 
notably misplacements and the choice of the wrong 
diphthongs or phonograms to represent a sound showing 
their difficulty in the visual recall of the exact 
word picture., Reversals are not an outstanding 
feature but they are not unco~~on.. Erasures and 
ch<lnges are :frequent and :m.at1y times a word that is 
correctly spelled upon the first attempt "looks wrongn 
to the child and he will add a .few extra letters for 
good measure. As 1vi th the younger children, an 
occasional individual of this oldergroup ~ill show an 
extreme disability in spell without the poor reading 
which more ·commonly accompanies it.. }}lo essential 
dif'.ference has been found in the type of EU'rc,rs made 
by these two groups of bad spellers. n J.Y . 
11Thus it is not uncommon to find a child who, 
while spelling a word aloud and writing it at the 
same time, will give the names of the correct letters 
and ~et produce on the paper an entirely different 
one., 1 l.Y 
11/Ibid,., pp,. 147-11.~8 .. 
wrbid .. , PP· 9 3-94 .. 
nErrors may be of equal number and der;::ree in 
both oral and written spelling or one may be harder 
than the other. When this is the case, it is 
usually the written spelling which is the more 
difficult." 1h/ 
5. Summary of Review of Research 
~e theory of strephosymbo~~.-- Orton theorized that: 
1. Children carry a hereditary tendency to be 
predominantly left or right sided b~t this s 
is freely open to training. 
2. It is not important if a child is right or left 
sided, but it is most important if a child fails 
to establish a clear-cut dominant pattern. 
3. If a child fails to establish a clear-cut pattern 
with the dominant side of the brain, confusion 
results at the symbolic level. 
Testing the theory of strephosymbolia.:~~~-- The theory 
of strephosymbolia has been in existance for approximately 
thirty years~~~ To date, little agreement has be as 
to its relative value~~~ Many nctable scholars have found 
relationship bet'lrreen dominance and reading while just as 
many other scholars have found little or no relationship. 
Very little has been done with spelling and don1inance. 
Auditory and visual functions.-- By the research 
presented it has been shown that the auditory and visual 
functions are interrelated and play an important part in 
J1i/Ibide, p., 8$. 
il I !I 
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reading and spelling.. Thus, it has been deemed adv::i.sable 
to add a test for auditory dominance to the existing tests 
of dominance .. 
Qrton's theories of domin~nce and their relationship 
to spelling.-- Orton theorized that: 
1 .. The auditory and visual functions are very important 
in reading and spelling .. 
2 .. Spelling is very difficult for the strephosymbolic 
child because it demands a much higher level of 
recall than reading. 
3 .. Spelling errors made by the strephosymbolic child 
are no different from those made .y ether children .. 
4. Oral spelling is easier than written spelling 
the strephosymbolic child .. 
In the light of all .this material we can conclude that: 
1 .. Auditory and visual functions are important in 
reading and spelling achievement .. 
2 .. The theory of strephosymbolia employs the auditory 
and visual functions. 
3. The theory of strephosymbolia and its importance 
to reading is, at the present time$ undecided .. 
4 .. Little has been done with strephosyrnbolia and 
spelling .. 
5. Orton theorized that spelling is very difficult for 
the strephosymbolic child .. 
CHAPTER III 
l~ Population 
The f'ollol.ring chapter is a description of the 
population used in the study and the tests that were 
employed in measuring this population .. 
The population consists of 104 sixth grade children 
in the public school system of Cohasset, Massachusetts. 
On a racial basis, one negro and 103 white students 
comprised the study. The bree~dO\tn by sex includes 42 
girls and 62 boys; their mental age ~anges from nine years 
and five months to sixteen years and four months; their 
' intelligence quotient:.re.l'lges from 76 to 127 ill· 
2. Test of Lateral Dominance 
The test for latere.l domin.ance consists, in general, 
of forcing the subject .. to choose one he.nd, eye, or ear 
in preference to the other. Similar tests to the one used 
by the author have been in use a number of years. Holi'ever.; 
in adQition to the usual tests for hand and eye choices, 
this author has added an additional test for ear domin~~ce 
'\'Thich llill be described later in t.his section., 
Describing her test for eer snd hsnd dominance, 
I 
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Marion Monroe states: 
"These tests consisted of simple tasks to 
dete:t:•mine he.nd pref'el,..ence sucb as 't'tr'it.ing, tb:t,..Oirring, 
e.11d be,tting e. bc.llt threacti11g a. needle, tracing, 
winding thread, etc. Eye preference was detel~ined 
by ti't..ree tria,ls 't'litb a. cone e.nc1 three tl"'ials \d th 
a peep hole. The child made 17 choices in all 
between the right ~1d left side. His total right-
laterality score consisted of the number of times I 
t.he l"ight sic1e 1rre.s chosen in these tests. High 
scores, therefore, indicatecl consistent right 1 
preference; low or zero scores indicated consistent 1 left preferences$! e.nd. medium scores indicated confusedll 
Ol" mi:Ked Prefere11ces. These tests vre.re included in 
the aptitude series, since left-eye preference end j 
confused laterality ha.s often been associated i>'J'i th \ 
rec,eling disabilities." 
1§/ I 
Bond and Tinker use the follm·rins methoc1 for I 
I 
measuring le:t.eJ. ... o.l dominance. The V-scope used in theil" ~~~ 
method is of the same design e.s the one, used by ti1e au"'lihor·:l 
11Detailed programs for determi:ni:rJg he.ndedness I 
and eyedness are given in descriptions of diagnostic 
1
1 
procedures.. Tbe folloviins tests shou1c1 be ~deqttata: I 
Tests of b.e.ndedness irJclude ncYtine; v1'hich hand I 
is used to throw a ball, cut paper ~vit.h sciseox·s, 
pick up a small object fror.:1 the f'rom the f'loor, 
hammer a nail, . er:"'se the blacltboard, s.:nd tm"'.e;_d e. 
·needle.. The tests should be given in (:JUCh e. '•faY 
that there is equal opportunity to us(.;;; eithsr h<<:J.l1d. 
Both hands must be free e~d &, object is presented 
so ths.t it is equally convenient to piclt it up ,,rith 
either hand.. Severs.l trie.ls should be gi-tTen, and. 
the results should be tabulated.. Examination of the 
records uill :revee.l ·definite handedness, or a tenden(lyj 
to use both ha.nds at lea2t neal"'lY equally -vrell .. 
· Sighting tests are usually employed to determine ~ 
eyedl1ess.. A horaeme.de cart1board tube for tbis pur-pose . 
is readily co11structed. It. 11111 yield reliable result " 
Use one-half of a manila folder.. Cut of:t."' about 3/4 'II 
inch from one end to meke it 9 by 11 inches. On one 
1o11g edge, place e. dot 1-~ :tnc.b.es from eevc h end.. an I 
WReading Aptitiude Tests, 18 op .. cit .. , p. 11. 
76/0p. cit., pp. 101-103., 
the other long edr.;e, pl3-0e ~l. dot lt-~~ il1ohes from eac~ 
end.. Co1.u1eot the tv;o do·t£:l ne~_r one e:r.1d oe.ni.boe.rd. 
by &.n oblique line.. Do t.he st:~me e.t the other e11.d .. 
Sta.rt e:t. the long edge the.t has the obliCJue llnee 
meeting the edge lt inches from the end and mea~ure 
dmn1. 2 inches from the corner along the short ends of 
o~rdboard and ulace dots. Now draw lines from end of 
the oblique lines to the dots just made. Cut off the 
corner triangular al"e<:~s :f'Ol:."l1!ed by these :r.1et1 lines. On 
the other long edge, measure off 2t inches from the 
corners e.nd me.ke dotr,\.. From t same ool"l1.f.Jrs, mea:::ntt"& 
off alor.1g one short edc;e of the oardboe.rd l..'* il1o , 
e,nd alone; tile ot hel" short edge:& :;t ino b.ss.. Dre.'tf lines 
OOl'll'H~otin'-' dots so as to meJ.te a trie,ngle at e~.ch 
Cut ofi' these corner tl""iansular e.ree.s.. 1\fo\f f'olcl the 
oe.rdboal"d along the tvro long oblique lines 
the edges togeth~r llhere t. ends ove.t'lap to 1Un.,''-""' 
v-sh2.ped e ....... 
The V-shaped tube is used as follows to determine 
eyedness of' a. child: The child is told ·tna:t you 't'tant 
to find b.Ol'J' well he CEll see things throl:te;h this tube 
(stJ.Ol'l it}., Then he is asked to :b.Pld the tube bet".'reen 
his two ha.nd.s ~tdth t.he out-out V .at the viide enc1 
upward and toward tus face. Then he is directed to 
SCfi .... 'EeZe the tube open by pressi11.g the h:?.nds tm'lard 
ee.oh other an0. to peek thl"'ough t.he tube t.:.ncl tell v-that 
you holding up il:1 front of your nose.. The exe..Lf!iner 
str.nds about 10 feet avtay and holc1s a pencil tip, a. 
crayon, :El, fi:_1gel"', or some othel .. smc.ll object 13:1 front 
of b.is 11.ose right aft,er "'c.he ohilcl puts t11e cone to his 
fe.ee. The object oe.n be seen h only o:ne eye, This 
eye is easily identified by the eJcamine:t .. a:~ right or 
left by looking into the open end of tb.e oo11.e as the 
child loolts at him.. Several trie,ls are teJten -vri th a 
different object held up at each trial. 
The results are tc,bl.tle.ted.. E::~'"'min.e:tion o:e these 
results vlill res.dily sho1·1 1•lhether the child is 
d.ominr:·.ntly rie;ht-eyed, or le:et-eyed, or uses 011e eye 
~,nd ·then the otb.er (lack of dominallce} in s1Ght .. in.g .. u 
The test for latel"e.l domine.nce used by the s.uthoJ."" 
consists of ten choices for hand dominance, six choices for 
eye dominance, and five choices·fo~ ear dominance. 
he performs these various acts. Four c:f these situations 
involved the highly skilled movements o:f eating, writing, 
and using a hammer and a screwd:r•i ver. The remaining s 
skills employed both power and dexterity. These were 
hitting a baseball, tennis ball, ping-pong ball, and a 
golf ball, throv.ring a ball, and shoveling.. For each i te:m 
the subjects were ·asked t.o nshi:Yt" hewn they performed a 
certain act. The hand that was used was then recoJ:•ded on 
a special sheet. (See appendix.) The questions were asked 
in the following order: 
1. Show me what hand you write with .. 
2. Show me how you eat., 
3. Show me how you throw a ball., 
4. Show me how you use a hammer. 
5. Show me how you use a screwdriver. 
6. Show me how you hit a tennis ball. 
7 .. Show me how you hit a ping-pong ball. 
8., Show me how you hit a golf ball. 
9. Show me how you hit a baseball., 
10. Show me how you shovel snow .. 
The situations involving the h:i.tting of the tennis ball., 
ping-pong bull, golf ball, base ball and the shoveling 
of snow were performed with the subject std.nding., 
The six tests fer eye dominance were administered 
with the subject standing. In the first test the subject 
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was :i.nsturcted to stand approximately ten feet from 
tester vJi th his hands at his sides and both index fingers 
extended .. At the signal of r•go'' the subject t'lfould raise 
his right finger in front of his face and "sight inn with 
the raised index finger of the tester.. In order to sie;ht~ 
properly the subject would have to close one eye. The eye 
used to s:i.ght was called the dominant eye,. This process 
was repeated using the left hand. 
The second test is the sa:me as the first except tlhe 
subject pointed or sighted with a pencil in his hand. 
In the third test the subject was requested to show 
how he would aim a rifle at a target,. The sighting eye 
was recorded as the dominant~eye,. 
The fourth test for eye dominance consists of having 
the subject holding a ten inch cardboard tube with both 
hands in front cf his body., At the command of "gon the 
subject raised the tube to his eye and sighted an object 
held by the tester .. 
The fifth test has the subject look through a one inch 
hole in a piece of cardboard by the sarne process as the 
fourth test .. 
The last test is the use of the V-scope as descr:l.bed 
by Bond and Tinker at the beginning of this section. The 
subject was asked to hol~ the V-scope with both hands in 
front of his body., At the ccmn:and of ngo" the subject 
raised the V-scope and sighted an object held by the tester. 
The V-scope is so consturcted that only one eye can be 
used in sighting and that eye is ~ecorded as the dominant 
eye. 
The six tests for ear domi~nce were administered with 
the subject sitting at a table opposite the tester. The 
first test for ear dominance consists of a tube twenty-four 
inches long and three inches wide given to the subject. 
The subject holds the tube in beth hands. The tester 
instructs the subject to put the tube to his ear and then 
the tester whispers three numbers into the tube. The 
subject is asked to repeat these numbers. The choice of 
ear is recorded as left or right. The correct repeating 
of the numbers by the subject has no importance in the 
study. 
The second test fer ear dominance consists of a large 
box and a clock. The box, twenty inches long, twelve inches 
wide, and six inches deep, is shown to the subject. The 
subject is asked to close his eyes and a ticking clock is 
placed inside and a cover is placed on the box. The 
subject is asked to open his eyes and place his ear on the 
top of the box. He then tries to locate the position of 
the ticking clock. The choice of ear is recorded. 
The third test has the subject place his ear on the 
table. The tester taps a few times under the table and 
asks the subject to tell him how many times he tapped. The 
ear.that is placed on the table is recorded as the dominant 
ear. 
The fourth test is similar to the first test of 
listening in a tube~ The subject is given a ruler which 
he holds with both hands in front of him. He is then 
asked to place the ruler to his ear. The tester taps on 
the end of the ruler and asks the subject how many times 
he has tapped. The ear to which the ruler is placed is 
recorded as the dominant ear. 
The final test of dominance concerns the use of a 
hairpin. The subject is asked to place his head on top 
of the table. The hairpin is vibrated twice - once quickly 
and once slowly. The subject is asked which vibration 
was the longest. The choice of ear placed on the table 
is recorded as the dominant ear. 
If the subject is consistant in choosing the same 
side of the body (i.e., same hand, eye, and ear), he is 
termed as having good dominance characteristics. This would 
be indicated by a high score of 19 1 20, or 21 choices for 
the same side, be it right or left. A low score of 11, 12, 
13, or 14 choices fer the same side would indicate poor 
dominance characteristics. 
3. Hearing Test 
Children in this study were given the Group Pure Tone 
I' 
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I Hearing Test approved and used by the Mass achusetts 
Department of Public Health .. Any child failing this test 
was eliminated from this study., 
"The object of the Group Pure Tone Hearing Test 
is to give ten children a g: roup pure tone Sllieep check 
hearing test. Accuracy of the test is of the same 
order as that provided by individual sweep check tests .. 
The frequencies and sound pressure levels used are the 
same as those commonly used in individual testing. 
Iio frequencies are omi ttedt~ n 77/ 
4.. Vision Test 
Children in this study were given the Massachusetts 
JY Vision Test. Any child who failed this test in either or 
both eyes was eliminated from the study .. 
The Massachusetts Vision Test is a screening 
trument approved and used by the Massachusetts Department 
of Public Health. This test does not determine ocular 
strengths or weaknesses but rather is used as a preliminary, 
check on a child's vision. When taking the test, a child 
is allowed to wear glasses.. Two tests of visual acuity 
are given for_each eye .. If the child fails any one of 
,, 
the four tests he fails the eye excJ.mination.. The final 
phase of this screening test is the use of the Maddox Rod I 
71/Massachusetts Department of Public Health, Division of I 
Maternal and Child Health, Vision, and Conservation Section,! 
Grou Pure Tone Hearin, Test, 88 Broad Street., Boston 10, ' 
Massachusetts., July., 19 3 .. 
]]/Massachusetts Department of Public Health, Di!ision o! 
Maternal and Child Health, Vision, and Conservat~on Sect~on, 
Massachusetts Vision Test, 88 Broad Street, Boston 109 
Massachusetts, August, 1954. 
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Test which checks vertical and horizontal alignment. A 
failure in either vertical or horizontal alignment means 
a failure of the ex~ination. 
5. Otis Quick-Scoring 
Mental Ability Test; 
The children in this study were administered the Otis 
79/ 
Beta Test (Grades 4-9) Form ~1 to measure their mental 
ability .. 
This 80 item test requires thirty minutes to administer 
Reliability is .86 on the odd-even item method using the 
Spearman-Brown Formula. The validity is based on the item 
analysis method. Predictive validity is used with the 
Stanford Achievement Test -Form J. Correlations from 
_,, 
.564 to .827 are obtained between the various sub-divisions 
of the Stanford and the Otis .. 
6$ s. R. A. Achievement Series 
80/ 
The s. R. A. Achievement Test, Form A was administered 
to all children in this study.· Reading comprehension 
scores and spelling achievement scores from the test are 
used in this study. 
79}Arthur s. Otis, Otis Quick-Sco:r•ing Mental Abilities Test, 
World Book Company, Yonkers-on-Hudson, New York, 19$4 .. 
QQ/Louis P. Thorpe, D. Welty Lefever, and Robert A .. 
Naslund, s. R. Ae Achievement Serie~ Science Research 
Associates, 57 \'lest Grand Avenue, Chicago, Illinois, 
1956., 
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The s. R. A. Reading Comprehension Test consists of 
stories which are read by the taker for a period of forty 
minutes., After eJ.ch st~ory multiple choice questions are 
asked to test comprehension. 
The S~ R. A., Spelling Achievement Test consists of 
a section of very short stories.. Each story has a word 
·' 
or words underlined. The subject is asked to compare the 
underlined word to five similar words in the answer column 
and select the correct spelling of the word. The test 
lasts twenty minutes., 
1. Spelling Grades 
Spelling grades for the five marking periods at the 
school were assigned the following weights: 
Grade irleis;ht 
l = 4 
2 = 3 
~ = 2 -·· l 
u 
-
0 
A grade of one is of the highest merit and thus 
received a weight of four. The weights for the five 
marking periods were then totaled.. Scores from zero to 
twenty were possible., These weighted scores, based on 
the students' five spelling grades, were correlated with 
his dominant characteristics. 
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8. Morrison-McCall Spelling Scale 
The Morrison-McCall Spelling Scale consists o~ a 
,, group o~ eight spelling lists. Each list contains 50 
spelling words ranging in di~~iculty from grades two to 
nine. Grade norms for each list are available. 
Each of the 104 subjects in the study was administered 
two o~ the Morrison-McCall tests. The first test consisted 
o~ oral spelling where the tester read to the subject the 
word to be spelled, placing it in a sentence. The subject 
then spelled the word orally, and the tester recorded his 
answer. In the oral spelling test, the subject did not 
have the advantage of seeing his own spelling of the word 
because the tester wrote his response for him. 
The second test consisted of written spelling where 
the tester read the word to be spelled, again placing it 
in a sentence. The subj~ct then wrote the spelling of the 
word on a sheet of paper. 
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CHAPTER IV 
IHTBRPRE~.l''" TI Oii OF 
the data collected 111 the e:::peri111en·t.. The use of the null 
b.ypctb.esis, cOl"'rele:t.iOll 9 crit.ical :t"'atio, end quartile 
deviation were employed in inte~preting and comparing the 
date ... 
The follO't"iing formulas ·;·re:t"'e used in the study: 
L I I 
~
r = IV . - C)' Cy 
ox a; 
Cri ticr:tl tic 
The null hypoti:.l.esis t-re.s employed at the five pel"" cerrt 
eJ::t(~ one per ce:n.t level of confidence .. 
I 
I 1.. Doninznce The teE:t. fol" lo,ter:.·l c.1ominl?,l1ce used by t.t:.e e,uthor 
1. presEm.ted 21 forced cl.1oices for the risht. or left side crt 
tt1e body.. These cho:i.ces cons:'!.sted o1' ten ch.oice2. for tb.e 
choice of body siae w~s completely dominant in one side of 
his bre.i::.1 a,nd thus should he,ve li·tt.le or no trouble 1:1ith 
readinG m1~ spelling$ He alGO theorized th~t a child who 
!I j; 
I' 
1.r1.s.s inconsist.ent in his choice of body side b.e.d a le,cl-t of' 
dominEmce cmd this lf':.ck of dominc-.11.ce causee_ confusion at 
the symbolic level i'lhel .. e reading :;;nd spelling al"e perceived .. 
The children in this study vtho consisten·tly chose the same 
side of the body (18, 19, 20, 21 choices for one side) 
vtere considered. unilater·al in the do1~1im:mt pattern. The 
children 'l:iho were inconsistent in their choices (11, 12, 
13, ll~, choices for one side) "IJJ'ere considered to display a 
lack of dominence. Applying t,hese dominant charact,;sristics 
to Orton's theo1 .. y, v-re e:x:Ject the children -..1it.h high uni-
lateral choices to be e;ood readel"S end spellers. ~ile s.lso 
expect the children vrit.h lo1rr unilateral choices to be poor 
readers and spellers. Various spelling and reading 
achievement scores he.ve been correle.ted 'tvith these clominant 
characteristics and the results 1-rill· be presented later in 
this chapt ..er .. 
The follmving te.ble prese::1ts the breekdmr.a of' choices 
made ~JY the 104 subjects. The median of the sample chose 
the right side 17 times and the left side four times. This 
table is given on the next _page. 
Table 3 .. Num.bs1~ of Forced Oboioes for the Left or Righ·t 
Side of the Bod~· l:!ade by 104 Subjects .. 
Number of Students 
Number of Choices for 
Each Side of the Body 
Right Left 
{1) {2J {3} --------------~~--------------~·-------~&---~----~~--------· 
23 
10 
8 •..•••.••••• 
8 
4 
7 
9 
4 
6 
2 
4 
5 
l 
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21 
20 
19 
18 
17 
16 
15 
14 
13 
12 
11 
10 
9 
8 
7 
6 
5 
4 
3 
2 
1 
0 
0 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
The fol10'I:Ti11!3 t~b1e lists the co:r:·relations bet;,;een 
Spelling 
ro1c1 Spel:.inB Grades. Follo-vrinc; table 4, the e.uthor ha,s 
l u 
i 
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Table L~. Correlat;:i.ons Betlfeen Lateral Dominance and I'~ental 
~g~g. I .. Q .. , Reading Comprehension, Oral Spelling, 
\o,r~ tten Spelling, S. R. A,. Spallin~ Achievement 
Test, and Spelling Grades · c 
FF=· =====T==================================~·~ 
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Correlations Obtained Between Dominance 
Men- Read- Oral \'lri t- s .. R .. A .. 
I 
and Item 'I 
Spell- lj 
ing ll Grade I Dominance tal ing Spell- ten Spell-Age I.Q.. Compre- ing - Spell- :tng 
hension ing .<ich-
:teve-
-r1i---1~~i-~n-r-~r,--~-g~--~~~--+~m,~A~~nd~·-~4-~~--J ; {l) 112} (3) (4) (5) (6) (7} lt>) __ r: 
.14~ 
------~--~--~----~·----~-----L----J-___ _ 
2. Mental Age and Dominance 
The ra~ge of the Ment~l Age of the 104 subjects :tn 
this experiment extends frcm nine years, f'i ve months to 
i 
I 
i 
I 
II ~~~ l 
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16 years, four :months.. 'I*he chront:.logical age of the subjects 
ranges from ll years, zero months t;o 13 years, eif;ht months.. l1 
r 
The average mental age is 13· years, one 'month, with a standar~ 
dev:ta·tion of one year and 7 .. 8 mont,hs., The high mental age 
of 13 years, one month for this sixth grade group gave an 
average Intelligence Quotient of 107 .. 9. We can conclude that 
the subjects studied were above average in intelligence and 
that our san1ple is skewed positively. 
A correlation between dom:inance and Mental Age yi 
an r.l7.. This correlation between Mental Age and dominance 
is too low to be of significance.. With the degrees of 
freedom at 102 we need an r .20 at the five per cent level 
I 
'I 
I 
'I' t 
I 
l 
I 
o~ con~idence and an r .25 at the one per cent level o~ 
ccnfid.ence to reject the null hypothesis., \rli th an r .,17 
we accept the null hypothesis .. at the ~ive per cent and 
one per cent level of con~idence and term the correlation 
o~ .17 bet"tveen liJ:ental Age and. Dominance as insignificant. 
3. Intelligence Quotient and Dominance 
The range of Intelligence Quotients ~or the 104 
subjects extends from 76 to 127.. The average I. Q .. is 
107 .. 9 with a stanciard deviation of 12 .. 1.. 'lrlith a norm of' 
100 for the Otis Test of Intelligence, we can conclude· that 
our sample is above average and skewed positively., 
A correlation between I. C:~. and dominance yielded an 
r .,18.. The correlation between dominance and I .. Q., is too 
low to be of significance., vii th. the degrees of freedom at 
1021 we need an r .. 20 at the five per cent level of con-
fidence and an r .,25 at the one per cent level cf confidence 
in order to reject the null hypothesis.. Thus, vd·th an r .. 18 
between I .. Q .. and dominance, we accept the null hypothesis 
at the five per cent and one per cent level of confidence 
and state that the obtained correlation is insignificant., 
4.. Reading Comprehension and Dominance 
The range of reading scores were recorded on a grade 
score basis and run from 3 .. 0 to 12.,6.. The average reading 
grade "is 8.,23 t.ri th a standard deviation cf 2 .. 19 .. th the 
,. 
IIi I 
I' ,! 
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swmple is abcve average in 
reading comprehension and is pos:t ti vely skewed., 
ll. correlation between read:i.ng comprehension and 
dominance yielded an r. 14., The correlation between reading 
comprehension and dominance is too low to be signiricant. 
The degrees of freedom fer 102 cases is .,20 at the five 
per cent level of ccnfldence and .25 at the one per cent 
level of confidence., Out obtained r .14 falls below the 
five per cent and one per cent level of confidenceo Thus, 
the null hypothesis is acc.ept.ed and the ccrrelat5.on between 
domin::tnce and read:lng comprehension is termed too low to be 
sign5.f:lcant. 
5. Oral Spelling and Dominance 
The Morrison-McCall Spelling Test was given to the 
104 subjects., The range of scores on this oral spelling 
test went from 20 to,46 words spelled correctly., The 
equivalent grade score :ls 3 • .3 to 10.0. The average spelling 
raw score is 34.,69 -v.rords correctly spelled., The standard 
deviaticn is 7.,00 words. The average raw score places the 
gr.:J..de no1:>1r1 for the Morrison-McCall at grade 60 
\ 
A correlation bett,..reen oral spelling and dominance 
yielded an r o04., This correlation is too low to be of 
significance., With the degrees of freedom at 102, we reject 
the null hypothesis with an r. 20 at the five per cent level 
of confidence., The obtained r .04 is far below the five 
per cent and one per cent levels of confidence., Thus.!) we 
accept the null hypothesis stating that the correlation 
betv.reen oral spelling and dominance is too small to be of 
significance. 
6. Written Spelling and Dominance 
The range of raw scores obtained fro:r.:t the Morrison-
McCall Written Spelling Test extends from nine to 48. The 
grade equivalent is 1.8 to 11.5. The average spelling 
raw score fer the written test is )6.,04 with a standard 
deviation of S.oo., The equivalent grade score for the mean 
is 6.,3., 
correlation of .,16 wj,s obtained between 't'fri tten 
spelling and dominance.. irli th the degrees of .freedom at 
102.!) we would reject the null hypotheses with an r .. 20 at 
the f:tve per cent level of confidence and 'td th an r "25 
at the one per cent level of confidence.. Cur ohtstined r 
.,16 is _below the five per cent und one per cent level of 
confidence., Thus.!) we accept the null hypothesis stating 
that the correlation bet'tveen written spelling and dominance 
is too low to be significant .. 
A Critical Ratio between the means of the written 
spelling test ~nd the oral spelling test w J.s computed and 
found to be ..,86., The difference between the two rneans is 
too low to be signific:J.nt., li1rith degrees of f'reedcm over 
100, we would reject the null hypothesis at the five per 
I 
cent level with a. t; 1..,96 and at the one per cent level with 
a t 2..,58. Cur obtained t ..,86 is too low to be signirica.nt 
and we accept the null hypothesis. The obtained critical 
ratio between the means of oral spelling and written spelling 
is not significant. 
'(.., s. R. A.., Standardized Spelling 
Achievement Test and Dominance 
The dominant characteristics cf the 104 subj:ects were 
correlated 't'll'i th their spelling grades cores obtained on the 
Science Research Associates Snelling .:·lchievement Test. The 
range of grade scores extended from 3.2 to 11.8. The average 
grc-1.de score was 7.92 with a standard deviation of 1..,96. 
A correlation of .10 was obtained betlveen the do:minant 
characteristics and the standardized achievement test.. This 
correlation is too low to be of significance..,With the degrees 
of freedom at 102$ we wculd reject the null hypothesis wlth. 
an r ..,20 at the five per cent level of confidence and with 
an r.25 at the one per cent level of confidence. Cur 
correlation of .., 10 i.s too lov1 tc be of significance and we 
accep·t the null hypothesis .. 
B. Spelling Grades and Dominance 
Spelling grades received for the five marking periods 
during the school year were correlated with dominance. Each 
spelling grade was ass:i.gned a weight from zero to four points 
The five assigned weights were totaled and correlated with 
========~iF=============-------- --~:=-==-=-==---=====~==============~====--
the dominant characteristics. The re.nge of the 1.-.reie;hted 
spelling grades 1r1ent from zel"O to 20. The mean i·leight.ed 
spelling grade was 12.25 with e. standard deviation of 
4.92 .. 
A lou-r correlation of .. 10 vras obtained between the 
~veightecl spelling grades and. dominance.. 1-Tit.b. degrees of 
freedom at 102, v-re vmuld reject the null hypot.hesis wit,h 
an r .. 20 at the five per cent level of confidence and. 'VTith 
an r .25 at the one per cent level of confidence. The 
obtained correlation of • 10 is too l01:1 t:md we must accept 
the null hypothesis at the five per cent and one per cent 
level. The correlation betvreen spelling grades and 
dominance is insignificant~ 
Reading Comprehension and Dominance 
In the fo110't,Tine; table the reading comprehension 
gre.de scores vrere grouped L1.to three c}fu"Yisii':ms and ·compared 
to domine.nce. The first C!ft:visibn contained 34 cases or 
32.65 per cent of the tote?,1 ce.ses.. The grade equive.lent 
ranged from 3 .. 0 to 7 .o. The second division conte.ined 35 
cases or 33.65 per cent of the total cases. The grade 
equivalent ranged from 7.1 to 9.3.. The thil"'C1 qlt-viS,iOi51 
contained 35 ce.ses Ol"' 33 .. 65 per cent. of the totc~l cases .. 
, The grade scores r2..11.ged from 9 .. 4 to 12.6 .. 
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In each_ Cl."ltirl1~si~1a the highest domina.'l'lt score vras e.dcled 
for each case. In conjunction 1fit.h Orton 1 s theo1 .. y, ·the 
lov1er scores should fall in ·the lmver qiivii:d:On ;;·rhile the 
per cent of the actual score to t~"J.e tote.l score 'tvas 
computed for eact1 q.a.:.~:L·sio:a .. 
Te.ble 5. Reading Cor:1pre.b.ension compared to Dominax10e by 
Dc'tviU:li:o:os 
Items of Compa:c>ison First Second Third OO:~ntsi:Oa · LQm~:tJ 1:0o IJ,m.vit;i:O:a 
'•' .:::..... f--· (1) (2) (3) --T~4J 
1 .. Gl"'ade Scores ......... 3 .. 0-7 .. 0 7 .. 1-9 .. 3 9 .. 4-12.6 
2 .. Number of cevses ....... 3Lt· 35 35 3 .. Per cent of cases •• 32 .. 65 33 .. 65 33 .. 65 4 .. Possible dor:1in- ..... 
ance score .. ". ".e .... 714 735 735 5. Actual dominance 
score •••••••••••••• 572 581 627 
. •· Per cent of poss-o. 
ible score divided 
by actual score ...... '"(9 .. 27 79 .. 05 85 .. 31 
If the ti.J.eory of Orton holds true, '\'Te '\'J'OUld expect 
the slovrer readers in the first q:m~.rif:t;i:Oa to hc.ve mixed or 
confused dominant patten"ls. Their per cent of actual 
scores to tot.e,l scol"'es '\'Tould be expect.ed JGo be lovr eJ.1d 
fall approximately 553 pel ... cent to 60 per cent. of the 
total score. In t:.he subjects tested, hovrever, the slov1er 
reao.ers scored slight,ly above the good reodel"'S in the 
second dtirlsi:Oa e,nd very close to the excellent readers 
---~---~~ 
L~~~~~~~----
I 
!i ,, 
in the tb..il"d g±vt!:sib:tJ... Thus, ive ce..11 conclude that uhen 
ree.ding comprehension gre.de scol"es e.nd dominant chare.cter-
istics are ranked in ascending order and brolten into three 
q_uartiles, the do:oine.n-'c. chc.re.cteristics fail to display 
lov.r or mixed dominant scores for the slow readers or high 
unilateral scores for the excellent readers. 
10. Sex and Dominance 
The dominant che.racteristics of both boys f'.nd girls 
I were computed separately ar.!d their means v.rere compe.red .. The 
size of the sample for the girls was 42 cases. The girls' 
r.1eru1. '~;vas 16 .. 91 choices nit.h a ste . ndard devie.tion of 3 .. 03., 
The size of the sample for the boys v-ras 62.. The boys 1 mean 
ivas 16.87 with a steo:i:J.dard devie.-'cion of 3 .. 18 .. 
The critical l"atio i·T2.s used for testing the significe..nce 
of the difference betv-.reen the t1r10 mee.ns and found to be 
.. 02.. With the degrees of freedom at 42 we need a t score 
of 2.02 for the five per cent level of confidence and a 
t score of 2.70 for the one per cent level of confidence 
in order to reject the null hypotL1esis. Thus, iV'ith a t 
score of .. 02, iv-e ce,n accept the null hypothesis vJit,h gree.t 
confidence at the five per cent ro1.d one per cent level .. 
The small difference betv;reen the means of .,04 and the very 
~ow· t score of' .02 shov;rs lit·tle differences betiveen the 
.a:exes for this sample .. 
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11 .. Reliability 
The ··tes·t.-retest, met.hod \·re.s employed in test.ing t.he 
relia.bili ty of the insturment.. Fifty cases ;·1ere selected. 
s.t r2J.1dorn ~nd given the re"'li,est for dominance.. Tb.e t.ime 
lapse bet\veen the o.t•iginal test e.ncl the retest ~las over 
a month for all cases. 
The mean for the fii~st test, oi' dominance t.eken by the 
50 subjects u'ls.s found to be 17 .. 24 "Vli th a standard devis.tion 
of 3 .. L~2.. The mee.n fox· the retesti vias 17 .. 54 \"lit.h a SJ!jc.ndard 
deviation of 3.31.. A corl"elation of' .. 84 1-1as found betlreen 
the test ano. retest. This very l1i5h corl"elation of .. 84 
indicates that the instrument has good reliability .. 
12 .. Int.ercorrelation of the Three Parts 
of the Test for Lateral Dominance 
Correlatio~s were obtained between the three parts 
(hrold-eye-ear) of the test for lateral domina~ce. A 
correla~Gion of -.,06 vJas found betuv-een the hand a.nd the 
ear sections of the test. A correlation of .27 was foU11d 
betw·een the ha.nd and ·C.he eye sections of the test. A 
corz•elation of - .. 08 1-1as founcl bet't'reen the eye m1d ear 
sections of the test. In obtaining the above correlations, 
the pa.rticular domin~mt pal"t of ·t.he boG.y 't'las first 
determined by the majoriJGY of choices for eitb.er the left 
or l"ight side. The wa.j ori ty side 'tvas then corr•elated 
with the o·ther l)art of ·;:,he ·oody being measured. 
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The failure of the hand, eye, e.nd. ear sections of the 
inst.rument to intercorJ.'"'elate vlit,b_ each other to any 
;i; 
sig11ifice"nt degx·ee is &. good indice.tion tho.t t.he instrument 
does measure three separate functions f:U1.c1 th:::_t, these 
tb..l"'ee functions need to be included 'lrrhen administering the 
test .. 
CF..!.PTER V 
sm.t.IARY AND CONCLm3Im!S 
In the spring of 1960, 104 children in the si::th 
grade at the Deer Hill School in the to1'm of Cohs.sset, 
:Me.ss.9.chusetts 1.ver•e Bdminis .. .:,ered a test to determi11e "'..:.t1eir 
domine..nt unile.:'..:.eral chal"'e.ctel"istics. The test consist.ed 
of 21 forced choices bet-vreen the left anc1 rie;b.t sicle of 
the body. Ten choices -vtere me.de involving the use o:::· the 
hand, six choices involved the use of the eye, end five 
choices involved the use of the ee.r. In e.d<lition, tests 
f'or l"'eading comprehension and spelling achievement vtere 
aloe administered to the cbildren. The purpose of the 
st.ully vre.s to revievf .Se..muel T. Crt· on 1 s tb.eory of unilatel"al 
domine;ace e.nd its relations hip t.o spelling failure., 
1-1ere comput,ed and an att.empt e.t interpretation 'lrras made 
to determine t.he relat.ionship be"'..:.vreen U11.ile:'..:.er2.l c1omine.J.1.ce 
e.:nd ment2.l ~tge, I. Q. , l""eacling compreb.ensi on, n-nct spelling 
achievement. 
From the above de.ta the follo't"Ting conclusions al'"'e 
,, 
,. 
I' 
li 
I 
i 
e.nd mental age is not significant. 
2. The rele. ti ons hip bet-v.reen unilateral do:mine.nce 
and I .. Q. is not sisnific:.:> .. nt .. 
3 .. The l"'elations rup bet1vee11 unilateral domine.nce 
~~d reading comprehension is not significant. 
4. The relationship bet1vee11 unilaterc.l dominance 
and oral spelling is not sief."'lificant. 
5. The relationship bet~veen unilateral dominance 
and vtritten spelling is not significc;.nt .. 
6. The relationship betl:Jeen tL"lila te ral dominance 
and a stande,rdized spelling achievement test is 
not sigL1ificant .. 
7 .. The relations b.ip bet1veen unilaters-.1 dominance 
and spelling grades is not si~1ificant. 
8.. The relationship bet1v-een unilaterl?.l domine.nce 
and sex is not sie:-11ifica:nt .. 
9 .. The relationship bet1veen v-.rritten and oral spelling 
is not sisnificant .. 
10 .. The reliabili·ty of the test for· unilateral 
dominance is very hic;ll a.nd signifiNtnt .. A co-
efficient of corx'ele.tion of .. 84 1.vas computed on 
a test,-retest basis 1.ilth a sample of 50 childre11 .. 
Limitations of the study ... -- 'I'his study vras limited 
to a group of 10-4- sixth grade c bildren in a resiclentie.l 
suburb of Boston. '.l'b.e above e.ve1"8.3e scores in i:ntell:igence, 
ree.c1ing comprehension, c.nd the st:.ndc..l'"'dized spelJ..ing test 
'' tend to limit the results of the study.. The st.udy vlo.s 
uade 1o1i th a population 1·1hich is noove average ic1 intel:::..igence 
and school s.chievement.. These fe.ctors :must be taken into 
consideration \-:hen il1terpreting tb.e conclusions., 
Suggestions fOl" further research .. -- The existence of 
" clominance ~:ri thin school children e .. n0. the fact that domina.11.ce 
has a high degree of' reliability mekes this subject an 
appealing one for persons interested in educational research. 
'.l'he tb.eor·ies of Orton al"'e logical 2nd quite i:Gte:r·esting, 
but c-.t the prese:..~d:. t.ime tb.ey lacl~ va.lidi·ty. 
substant.lal correlation i·rit.h r·eading and spelling. 
A suggestion for furthel"' x•ese2.1""ch into this subject 
:I' 
1 
i·Tould be a compe.rlson stucly of domilumce end spelling 
11 
cono.ucted 1'tlit.h a selected se.mple of poor speller·s.. A 
population of_ poor spellers 1muld not be represente.ti ve 
of the normal school po:pule:l:iion, but it -::muld offer "'c. he 
o~)portuni ty t,o see t.o vll12.t extent c1omine..nce is fm.LYJ.cl in 
lJoor spellers, and the influence domine.nce has upon t.hem .. 
In the liter:::-.t.ure revie\·red by the autum•, no st.udies 
'I:Thic h compe.red c.l.ominence e.nd arit.bnetic computation -vrel"e 
fou.."ld. Orton the:Jri7.,ed t.he.t people v'rit.h mixed 6.omine.nce 
1vere confusec1 at the s;y!!lOOlic level and thus becc.me poor 
d d 1 J e -"_.,.,_. +."'"";l€rt:.ic is a hit:,~hly synbolic rea ers ru1 spe __ rs. ~4 ~1u ~ 
so 
function ':Thich no doubt Cl""eates confusion for· m2..ny studen·Gs G 
The t.1omin::>.J.1.t cilc\l'"'c.ct,eristics of cb.ildren 'l:Ji·;:,h 2-l'i;;,b.illetic 
G.ifficulties could 'lrTell be e. subject fox• fur~Gc;.er 
reses.rch .. 
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